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JEAN LUC HEES EX CORRESPONDENT AT WHITE HOUSE PUBLISHES A BOOK
ABOUT AMERICA
THE BILL EDITED BY BAKER STREET

Paris, Washington DC, 03.11.2020, 23:47 Time

USPA NEWS - Jean-Luc Hees a great French journalist is a former correspondent at the White House in the 80s, for France Inter, a
leading news radio channel in France is recognized as an expert in American and international politics. He publishes by Editions Baker
Street, a fascinating book, and extremely well documented, like a mini literary report, a few days before the election of the presidential
in the United States, opposing the Republican, President outgoing Donald Trump and Joe Biden the Democrat form VP by Barack
Obama. In his book entitled "America: the bill", Jean Luc Hees questions the confidence that the world may or may not still have in
America. While the American elections are fast approaching, with an unbearable suspense, because the current president, Donald
Trump having already announced that there had been rigging in the vote by correspondence (California) and that if he was not elected,
that would mean that the vote was manipulated .... all under an atmosphere, worrying, Q Anon movements, and threats of movement
of "civil war" of art and other of the extreme left and the extreme right, regardless of the candidate who wins the election. Jean Luc
Hees, for his part, analyzes 
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While the American elections are fast approaching, with an unbearable suspense, because the current president, Donald Trump
having already announced that there had been rigging in the vote by correspondence (California) and that if he was not elected, that
would mean that the vote was manipulated .... all under an atmosphere, worrying, Q Anon movements, and threats of movement of
"civil war" of art and other of the extreme left and the extreme right, regardless of the candidate who wins the election. Jean Luc Hees,
for his part, analyzes in his book the chaotic policy pursued by the White House for three years, and the astonishing impact it has had -
and still has - on international relations and the world economy.
WHEN DONALD TRUMP SITS IN THE OVAL OFFICE IT MEANS THAT THE UNTHINKABLE IS ACHIEVABLE » JEAN LUC HEES
WROTE---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
"When Donald Trump sits in the Oval Office, it means that the unthinkable is achievable and that elsewhere, somewhere around the
world, men and women devoid of any real democratic conviction will believe in their luck and try , in turn, to gain power. »Thus writes
Jean Luc Hees in his book.---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
During an interview on the radio channel France Bleu Jean Luc Hees confesses that he will stay awake all night to follow the (time
difference obliges) the key moment of the long awaited election which will awaken the new face of the next president of the States
United of America while expressing its own opinion favorable to Joe Biden, like 84% of the French, against only 16% in favor of Donald
Trump according to a recent poll by yougov. Indeed, According to the YouGov poll for Linternaute.com, carried out from September 23
to 24, 2020, 69% believe that he was a bad head of state during his mandate (44% believe that he was a "very bad president", 25% a
"rather bad president", 7% consider him "rather good" 3% "very good"). 61% of the French would even have liked Donald Trump to
have been dismissed before the end of his mandate (21% were not in favor, 19% have no opinion).

WE ARE ALL CONCERNED BY « THE BILL » TO BE UNVEILED BY JEAN LUC HEES-------------------------------------
In the United States, the chaotic policies pursued by the White House over the past three years have had a staggering impact on
international relations and the world economy. As such, we are all affected by the upcoming bill. France, like other "allies" of America,
is at the forefront of the consequences of Donald Trump's mandate: trade war and fiscal retaliation, the future of NATO and the
security of Europe, absence of doctrine. in the fight against terrorism, dizzying loss of confidence in American words, apathy in the
face of the dangers of global warming ... The future prospects are at the very least distressing in a declining world that has become
"apolar". With inconsistent handling of the pandemic by a president who turns his back on science and cares only about his electoral
strategy, and with racial tensions rekindling in early summer, the situation continues to worsen. Against the backdrop of a decisive



election, an unprecedented health and economic crisis, and a most unstable social climate, Jean-Luc Hees asks the question of the
consequences of such inconsistency.-------------------------------
What will become of the power and prestige that the country has enjoyed since the end of World War II? If America gives up the role of
world leader, who will take over? And, on the new geopolitical chessboard, what will be the place of France, and of Europe?
THE AUTHOR JEAN LUC HEES IS EX CORRESPONDENT AT LA MAISON BLANCHE FOR FRANCE INTER
Jean-Luc Hees, was President of Radio-France from 2009 to 2014, and of France-Inter from 1999 to 2004. He was also France Inter's
correspondent in Washington in the 1980s, and the creator of the very popular program “Synergie“� in the 90s. In 2008, he chronicled
the US presidential campaign in Charlie-Hebdo. He is the author of several books on America, including an essay on Barack Obama,
a biography of Hillary Clinton, and a satire on Donald Trump, Trump Fiction, as well as a geopolitical book, These Psychopaths Who
Govern Us . Source : EditionBakerStreet
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